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a b s t r a c t
To differentiate part suppliers effectively, this study proposed a hybrid approach based
on K -means, simulated annealing algorithm (SA), convergence factor particle swarm
optimization (CPSO), and the Taguchi method abbreviated as KSACPSO. After all parts
suppliers are confirmed by the bill of material (BOM), supplier cluster analysis was
conducted on characteristics of customers’ demands, including product cost, product
quality, and procurement time using the proposed approach. To prove the KSACPSO
approach has good clustering performance, the case study of a notebook computer was
adopted to carry out the clustering procedures on parts suppliers, and compare the
differences between the proposed approach and other hybrid methods. The execution
results were analyzed to prove that the efficiency of the suggested KSACPSO approach
is superior to K -means, K -means simulated annealing (KSA), K -means genetic algorithm
(KGA), K -means genetic simulated annealing (KGSA), and K -means convergence factor
particle swarm optimization (KCPSO).
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Tomeet customers’ demands, and effectively reduce internal cost and risks, enterprises and their supplies no longer strive
for the best price and output by ‘‘pushing’’. Instead, after they deliver information to themanufacturers or suppliers from the
customers’ end by ‘‘pulling’’, proper suppliers are selected according to the different demands of customers to manufacture
products with more competitive capacity for customers. However, since there are too many suppliers having distinctive
competitive advantages and product strategies, and customers’ demands vary according to their individual preferences, if
the supply system, consisting of different types of suppliers, fails to consider customers’ demands and produce products
not meeting the customers’ demands, it will result in great loss. Enterprises must differentiate suppliers and classify them
into different categories based on their product characteristics during the initial planning of supplier management, so the
products can better meet customers’ demands.
Dillon et al. [1] mentioned that among all the differentiation methods, cluster analysis is an effective and common
method. Anil et al. [2] suggested that among all cluster analyses,K -means is a commonly usedmethod and can segment large
data sets quickly. Kao et al. [3] indicated that K -means is commonly used in cluster analysis, but it is significantly influenced
by the centroid of the initial cluster, so the obtained solution is only a locally optimal solution, and it is difficult to find the
globally optimal solution. Thus, using the globally optimal solution search capacity of particle swarm optimization (PSO) to
integrate the clustering procedures of K -means can avoid searching for the locally optimal solution. Ren et al. [4] pointed out
that when using PSO to search for the optimal solution, problems such as pre-maturity and local convergence may occur.
However, such problems may be avoided by integrating the advantages of other algorithms to move the particles to the
globally optimal solution. Kathiravan and Ganguli [5] suggested that PSO is applicable to solving problems of optimization,
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Fig. 1. Simulated annealing strategy [7].
especially obtaining the objective function value approximate to the globally optimal solution through efficient and stable
searching procedures.
However, even if PSO has global search capability using the search technology of the social model, the solution is still
approximate to the globally optimal solution. As for the slope of the globally optimal solution, the slope search method
is used to improve the search efficiency of PSO. In addition, Wang et al. [6] indicated that SA search has a more powerful
local search ability through the slope search method and can accept an inferior solution according to probability to avoid
the search result from being a locally optimal solution, as shown in Fig. 1. However, the simulated annealing algorithm has
limited search area in the global space; thus, it is difficult for the search scope to enter the optimal search area, resulting in
low algorithmic efficiency.
Therefore, the KSACPSO cluster algorithm was developed by this study using the search advantages of different
algorithms to remedy thedisadvantages of the solving process. TheKSACPSO cluster algorithmconducts optimization cluster
analysis to distinguish types of suppliers.
2. Literature review
2.1. Clustering of suppliers
Effectively selecting and evaluating suppliers is an important decision to be made by enterprises. The performance
evaluation of suppliers can eliminate unqualified suppliers and establish a long-term cooperative relationship with
qualified suppliers. Under long-term cooperation, information is rapidly exchanged to provide conducive support for supply
management.
Wang and Su [8] mentioned that the suppliers’ effect on enterprises tends to increase, and it is very important to closely
cooperate with high-quality suppliers in a competitive environment. Effective control of the cost and coordination of the
activities of suppliers has become themain differentiation factor in all industries. Sun et al. [9] pointed out that the course of
evaluation and selection of suppliers is a process inwhich both parties strive for the ideal decision balance. Proper incentives
or punishments for suppliers according to their actual productivity and service capacity can yield both parties a win–win
outcome. He et al. [10] suggested that to achieve good supply chain management, suitable suppliers should be selected
according to the features of the procured products and upstreammarket environment. Wadhwa and Ravidran [11] adopted
multi-objective weight integer programming to solve the problems of supplier selection, and the results suggested that
multiple effective solutions can be provided in selecting suppliers. Wang and Che [12] used the multi-objective model to
provide effective standards to solve the combination of supplier selection after parts are changed.
However, because there are several parts suppliers involved in evaluation and selection, the supplier combinations are
very large and complicated. Suppliers have their own production environment and product strategies; thus, it is difficult to
establish suppliermanagement indices and systems for selection and evaluation. As a result, to effectivelymanage suppliers,
they must be differentiated. Kauffman and Leszczyc [13] pointed out that the traditional supply chain involves too many
suppliers; however, only a few suppliers canmeet enterprises’ objectives and cooperate for a long time.Wang [14] suggested
that cluster analysis could be adopted to cluster all suppliers and establish a supplier evaluation index systemusing empirical
analysis to prove clustering suppliers could effectively manage suppliers. Jukka et al. [15] suggested using analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to verify the competitive factors of suppliers, classify suppliers and further conduct risk management
on suppliers effectively. Ashutosh et al. [16] proposed that to develop an efficient supplier partnership, the quantity of
suppliers must be reduced to the maximum extent to achieve a manageable scale. Accordingly, a set of programs to reduce
the quantity of suppliers should be developed to establish good supplier partnerships and further improve the efficiency of
the supply chain system. Bottani and Rizzi [17] pointed out that, through cluster analysis, suppliers of similar characteristics
could be clustered to reduce supplier combinations. Sung and Ramayya [18] stated that, based on suppliers’ qualitative and
quantitative dimensions and through critical factors, cluster analysis could effectively differentiate supplier types.
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Based on the above discussion, researches into supplier evaluation not only should be concernedwith the selection of the
optimal supplier combination, but also theminimization of suppliers to achieve the purpose of simplification and flexibility.
Using cluster analysis, suppliers could be effectively differentiated according to their features.
To examine the suppliers from a broader perspective, recent researches have considered multiple factors in supplier
evaluation [19–21,17,18,22–25]. Liaoa and Rittscherb [22] used cost, quality, and delivery time as the factors in supplier
evaluation under the inventory mode. Wadhwa and Ravindran [11] pointed out that the price, quality, and delivery time
parameters are the most common evaluation factors for the manufacturing industry. Wang and Che [12,23] used cost and
quality as the evaluation factors to solve problems involving a change of product parts. Che and Wang [24] also used the
cost, quality, and time as the criteria for solving the supplier selection and quantity allocation problems with common and
non-common parts. As shown in the studies discussed above, cost, quality and time are themost common factors in supplier
evaluation. Therefore, the supplier cluster analysis in the study is concerned with the weighing factors, such as cost, quality,
and time, and used a heuristic algorithm to obtain the optimal clustering model. The results are provided to enterprises for
fast and effective decision-making and management, even when facing complicated decisions such as a change of parts.
2.2. Concepts of cluster analysis, PSO, SA, and GA
Cluster analysis is a very important technology in the data-mining field. Its main purpose is to divide a large quantity
of unprocessed data into several clusters according to evaluation rules so managers are able to use the divided clusters
for decision-making. Wu et al. [26] suggested that the purpose of cluster analysis is to differentiate clustered data through
calculating similarity among data or following other evaluation rules so the differentiated data can form several clusters
which are characterized by ‘‘high similarity of data in a same cluster and high difference of intra-cluster data’’. In cluster
analysis,K -means is a classicalmethod.Halkidi et al. [27]mentioned in anunsupervised study thatK -means is themost basic
and widely used clustering algorithm. Kuo et al. [28] indicated that good data clustering could be achieved by minimizing
the objective function of the total within cluster variance (TWCV). The related concepts of K -means algorithm are referred
to by Liu et al. [29], Kanungo et al. [30], Wang [31], Ye and Chen [32], Lizhong et al. [33], and Chen and Lo [34].
PSO was first proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy [35], and was an algorithm developed based on the simulating the
foraging behavior of birds. Np stands for the number of particles in the population. Let xti = (xti1, xti2, . . . , xtid), be particle i
with d variance at iteration t , where xtid being treated as a potential solution has a rate of change called velocity. Denote the
velocity as V ti = (vti1, vti2, . . . , vtid). Let P ti = (pti1, pti2, . . . , ptid) be the best solution (pbest) that particle i has obtained until
iteration t , and P tg = (ptg1, ptg2, . . . , ptgd) be the best solution obtained from P ti in the population (gbest) at iteration t .
As follows, each particle adjusts its velocity according to the cognition part and the social part.
vtid = vt−1id + c1r1(ptid − xtid)+ c2r2(ptgd − xtid)
xtid = xt−1id + vtid
c1, c2: Learning factors; r1, r2: Random variables between 0 and 1.
Cui et al. [36] stated that PSO is an excellent optimal solution tool because it is able to memorize the optimal positions
of individuals and clusters, as a result, when searching for optimal solutions, particles are able to obtain optimal solutions
by convergence with evolved algebra. Yu et al. [37] suggested that PSO is a simple and usable method widely used to obtain
optimal solutions in optimization problems, and recent studies have focused on applying PSO in multi-objective issues,
namelymulti-objective PSO. Generally, PSO is applicable to solving such complicated problems andmay obtain near-optimal
solutions effectively [25,38–41].
SA was proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [7], and its concept is originated from the following: when a solid is heated to a
certain temperature, the molecular structures in solids will be broken up and dissolved; thus, the solid will become liquid.
Then, liquid is controlled by the cooling temperature, when it is completely cooled into a solid structure, its molecules will
be re-arranged into a stable state as expected. When the current status falls in the locally optimal solution, SA will receive
a temporarily inferior solution by reheating based on the probability property through a stochastic course, so the algorithm
could avoid the current locally optimal solution, and reach another optimal solution. Through the probability model of the
temperature mode, it is possible that the searching direction is not only downward but also upward in the gradient space.
Accordingly, it is applicable for solving optimization problems, and locally optimal solutions may be avoided [42–45].
GAwas proposed by Holland [46] and is an evolutionary computationmodel simulating genetic selection and Darwinian
natural selection. De Jong [47] pointed out that the main feature of GA is the cluster search strategies and data exchange
among individuals in cluster are independent of the gradient information. It is applicable to solving complicated nonlinear
programming problems that could not be solved by traditional searchmethods. Also, Sha and Che [20], Wu et al. [48], Zhang
and Du [49], Shi et al. [50], Guo and Ning [51], Yin et al. [52], and Chiung et al. [53] pointed out that GA is applicable to
solving complicated problems and could obtain globally optimal solutions effectively.
In recent years, GA has been widely used in cluster analysis. By integrating chromosome algorithm and K -means, cluster
analysis could be performed effectively and are referred to by Murthy and Chowdhury [54], Kim and Ann [55], and Liu and
Ong [56].
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2.3. Parameter design by the Taguchi method
During the heuristic algorithm solving process, optimal parameters need to be set to reach the expected optimal solving
efficiency, but the parameters are not fixed constants, and adjustment needs to bemade according to the size of the solution
set and complexity of the area. Arzum and Yalcin [57] pointed the Taguchi approach can economically form the required
conditions for the optimization of problem solving andproduct/process designations inmanufacturing industries. Engineers,
scientists, and researchers can significantly shorten the required time for the experimental process and data processing by
learning and applying this method. Henri and Severine [58] pointed out the Taguchi approach is to optimize a set of design
variables of a process from the viewpoint of its robustness against various sources of noise. It is often referred to as the
‘‘parameter design problem’’. The main principle of Taguchi’s methodology is the following: instead of trying to eliminate
or reduce the causes for process performance variability, adjust the design of the process so it is less sensitive to the effects
of uncontrolled variation.
Under different objective circumstances, Taguchimethodhas different signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio computation equations,
including: (1) larger the better: maximize the objective function; (2) smaller the better: minimize the objective function; (3)
nominal the best; use the objective value as the benchmark. This study aims to solve the minimum objective function; thus,
it uses the ‘‘Smaller the better’’. In addition, the orthogonal table consists of control factors and levels. When referring to the
experimental factors and levels to the orthogonal table, the meanings of the signs are included in L8(27): L is the code of the
Latin square, 8 is the number of experiments, 2 is the level number, 7 is the factor number. After obtaining the experimental
results of the parameters, the S/N ratio is calculated to find the largest one in factor responses as the optimal parameter level
of the factors.
Based on the above discussions, the proposed algorithm of this study is integrated with the Taguchi method, so the
optimal parameters of the algorithms could be obtained through the S/N ratio and the orthogonal table. Further, the
solving quality and efficiency of the algorithms under the optimal parameter are compared to find the best cluster analysis
algorithmic procedure.
The general steps of application of the Taguchi method are as follows.
Step 1: define the process objective.
Step 2: identify all affecting factors for the process.
Step 3: determine the factor levels.
Step 4: determine the noise factor and the condition of repetitions.
Step 5: create the orthogonal array.
Step 6: run the experiments indicated in the completed array.
Step 7: analyze the experimental results to determine the optimal parameters.
3. Problem description and study framework
For supply chain management, the essence is utilizing integration to improve supply chain efficiency and the
competitiveness of enterprises. Supplier cluster analysis is an important procedure in constructing a supply chain system.
Selection of optimal supplier cluster could fulfill supplier management, strengthen operational capability, and reduce
business risks. Further, due to fierce market competition and various demands from customers, different products must
be developed based on customers’ demands to provide diversified customized products. On the other hand, the production
involves several suppliers, and their production characteristics are different due to different production environments and
strategies; therefore, the complexity of supplier management is increased. Accordingly, enterprises need a set of effective
and fast cluster analysis systems to assist in constructing the supply chain system and establishing schemes. Through
integrating the upstream suppliers and the demands of downstream clients, win–win outcome could be achieved.
Based on the above discussions, to form an optimal supplier cluster analysis, this study proposed a set of effective and fast
supplier cluster analysis procedures. In K -means, random initial weights would influence the clustering results, and in PSO,
there are problems of pre-maturity and poor local search capability. In contrast, SA can remedy PSO’s defects and strengthen
the locally optimal solution search. Therefore, this study developed KSACPSO, integrating PSO and constriction factors with
SA considering the product types demanded by clients. According to the K -means method, for those with shorter distances
to the cluster centroid, TWCV is minimized through fitness function to solve a set of optimal centroids. Then, the given
centroids are treated as the initial centroid of K -means to ensure the optimal effect of clustering convergence. Following
those steps, suppliers are clustered as the optimal supplier cluster meeting customers’ demands.
The study uses six heuristic algorithms,which areK -means, KSA, KGA, KGSA, KCPSO, andKSACPSO, to carry out optimized
cluster analysis of multi-factor considering, and the Taguchi method is applied to obtain the optimal parameters needed for
all algorithms to achieve the optimal results; then, algorithms are matched with the optimal parameters to repeat the 30
experiment runs. ANOVA and Scheffe’smultiple comparison are used to test the convergence values, find the optimal cluster
analysis procedures, and construct the optimal supplier cluster. ANOVA is a statistical technique that can be used to evaluate
whether there are differences between the average value, or mean, across several population groups. The Scheffe method is
onemultiple comparison approach referring to tests designed to establish whether there are differences between particular
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Fig. 2. Framework of this study.
levels in an ANOVA design. Namely, it is used to determinewhich variable or variables among several independent variables
are statistically the most different [59]. All tests are at α = 0.05 (α is the probability of rejection in error if the hypothesis
is true but rejected).
The study framework is shown in Fig. 2.
4. Development of optimization clustering model
The clustering model was built based on cost, quality, and time (see the Section 2.1). The model parameters of this study
are described as follows:
I Parts number index, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , I
J Supplier number index, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , J
K Supplier cluster number index, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K
I Number of total parts
J Number of total suppliers
K Number of total supplier clusters
aki,j Part i from supplier j belongs to cluster k
CkMC Product cost for centroid of the supplier cluster k
CkMQ Product quality for centroid of the supplier cluster k
CkMT Procurement time for centroid of the supplier cluster k
MCi,j Unit cost of the part i from supplier j
MQi,j Unit quality of the part i from supplier j
MTi,j Unit time of the part ifrom supplier j
MCmini,j Minimum value of product cost of part i from supplier j
MCmaxi,j Maximum value of product cost of part i from supplier j
MQmini,j Minimum value of product quality of part ifrom supplierj
MQmaxi,j Maximum value of product quality of part i from supplier j
MTmini,j Minimum value of procurement time of part i from supplier j
MTmaxi,j Maximum value of procurement time of part i from supplier j
NMCi,j Normalized product cost of part ifrom supplier j
NMQi,j Normalized product quality of part i from supplier j
NMTi,j Normalized procurement time of part i from supplier j
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The optimal supplier cluster analysis of this study aims to cluster suppliers throughminimizing TWCV. Themathematical
model is as follows:
Objective function:
Minimize Z =
K∑
k=1
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
aki,j
√
(NMCi,j − CkMC )2 + (NMQi,j − CkMQ )2 + (NMTi,j − CkMT )2 (1)
Subject to:
NMCi,j = MCi,j −MC
min
i
MCmaxi −MCmini
, for all i, j (2)
NMQi,j = MQi,j −MQ
min
i
MQmaxi −MQmini
, for all i, j (3)
NMTi,j = MTi,j −MT
min
i
MTmaxi −MTmini
, for all i, j (4)
CKMC =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(aki,j × NMCi,j)
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
aki,j
, for all k (5)
CKMQ =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(aki,j × NMQi,j)
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
aki,j
, for all k (6)
CKMT =
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
(aki,j × NMTi,j)
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
aki,j
, for all k (7)
aki,j ∈ {0, 1} , for all i, j, k (8)
K∑
k=1
aki,j = 1, for all i, j (9)
Eq. (1) uses the normalized characteristic vectors of cost, quality, and time provided to all suppliers to carry out TWCV
algorithm with the centroid of each cluster. Eqs. (2)–(4) expand or reduce the data scale to a certain range by data
normalization to cluster different data. Accordingly, the cost, quality, and time of part suppliers are normalized. Eqs. (5)–(7)
show the centroid of each cluster formed by the characteristic vectors. In Eq. (8), if aki,j = 1, it means the supplier belongs to
cluster k. Contrarily, if aki,j = 0, it means the supplier does not belong to cluster k. In Eq. (9), each supplier can only belong
to one cluster.
5. KSACPSO algorithm for supplier clustering
To solve the aforementioned model optimization problems, this study first used CPSO to search the global solution set
and combinedwith the locally optimal solution search capacity of SA. Then, it used the objective function of Eq. (1) to obtain
the minimization of TWCV and optimal initial centroid of K -means to avoid the influence of the random initial centroid on
the clustering effect. After the optimal initial centroids were obtained, K -means was used to cluster suppliers according to
the factor-type demands by customers. The computational procedures are shown in Fig. 3.
The steps of KSACPSO are as follows.
Step 1: Set the number of factors of algorithm for the Taguchi method, level number, and replication frequency, and refer
to the orthogonal table for parameter combinations.
Step 2: Particle xti sets the number of particles n produced by particle-number n through parameter setting, and each
particle represents the coordinate centroid of each cluster. It is assumed there are three clusters of data with a
dimension of 3, which is xti ∈ (xt11, xt12, . . . xt19, . . . xtn9), whereas, t is iterative number, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. The procedure of KSACPSO.
Fig. 4. Particle code.
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Fig. 5. Fitness values of particles.
Step 3: Particles produce centroids of clusters through the constriction model Eqs. (2)–(9), and the fitness value is
calculated through Eq. (1); it is expressed by f (x), as shown in Fig. 5.
Step 4: Pbest(pti ) and Gbest(p
t
g ) of each particle are recorded, if f (x
t
i ) < f (p
t
i ), then p
t
i = xti ; and if f (xti ) < f (ptg), then
ptg = xti .
Step 5: The constriction factor is used to update the speed and positions of particles with the equation as follows:
vtid = K(vt−1id + c1r1(pt−1id − xt−1id )+ c2r2(pt−1gd − xt−1id ))
vtid ∈ [−Vmax,+Vmax]
xtid = xt−1id + vtid.
Step 6: The updated particles are perturbed under the temperature T to produce a neighbor solutionsti .
Step 7: The fitness of the neighbor solution of sti is obtained through Eq. (1); f (s
t
i ), the function difference of the fitness
1f (n) = f (sti )− f (xti ) is calculated.
Step 8: Probability function P(n) =
{1 if1f (n) ≤ 0
exp
(−1f (n)
T
)
if1f (n) > 0 is calculated, and a random number r from 0 to 1 is
produced.
Step 9: r is compared with P(n), if r ≤ P(n), the neighbor solution produced by perturbation replaces the particle and its
fitness functional value, if r > P(n), it does not replace the particle.
Step 10: Steps 6–9 are repeated through Markov chain length (L) until execution for L runs; then, Step 11 is executed,
meaning a stable status is reached under the given temperature.
Step 11: The cooling rate α is used to reduce temperature through the cooling method T = T × α.
Step 12: When the terminated loop is determined through the set termination temperature Tend, if T ≤ Tend, Step 13 is
executed; if T > Tend, Steps 6–11 are repeated, until T ≤ Tend.
Step 13: Steps 3–12 are repeated until the required number of iterations is reached; then the operation can be terminated.
Step 14: The optimal centroid is shown according to the convergence result of CPSO+SA, which is also used as the optimal
initial weight of K -means.
Step 15: Euclidean distance equation is used to classify all input data into the clusters that are closest to the centroid.
Step 16: TWCV is calculated according to the distance between the data and the cluster.
Step 17: Centroid of each clusterWj(t + 1) =
∑
Xi∈Cj Xi
Nj
is re-calculated, whereas Nj is the total data of Xi in the cluster j, t is
the frequency of centroid iteration.
Step 18: Steps 14–17 are repeated until the centroid of the cluster remains fixed; then Step 19 is executed.
Step 19: Steps 2–18 are repeated until the replication runs are reached; then Step 20 is executed.
Step 20: Based on the ‘‘Smaller the better’’ form of the Taguchi method, TWCV obtained from K -means is used to calculate
S/N = −10 log( 1n
∑n
i=1 y
2
i ), whereas n is the number of replications; yi is the experimental data when repeating
for i.
Step 21: Steps 1–20 are repeated until all parameter combinations are completed; then Step 22 is executed.
Step 22: S/N ratios obtained from all parameter combination clusters are referred to the orthogonal table to find the
response of the factors.
Step 23: The largest response of all the factors is found, which is the optimal parameter level of the factor. Thus, the optimal
parameter combination of algorithm could be obtained.
Step 24: Optimization cluster analysis is conducted according to the optimal parameter combination of the algorithm, and
the optimal supplier cluster could be obtained.
6. Empirical study and result analysis
The computer screen module product of the notebook computer is taken as an example in this study. The product
schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 6. The top assembly (module A) consisted of a Cover (A1) and Connector (A2); the interior
assembly (module B) consisted of a Mould (B1), Left Frame (B2), and Right Frame (B3); the bottom assembly (module C)
consisted of Housing (C1) and Cable (C2). Each of the 7 parts has 10 suppliers. Accordingly, there are 70 suppliers in total.
The practical data sets are implemented to confirm the efficiency of the six clustering approaches. The 70 points are grouped
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Fig. 6. Product schematic diagram [60].
Fig. 7. Concept of implementation of proposed approaches.
Table 1
Factors and levels of the KSA parameter.
Factor Level
1 2 3
A. Initial temperature 100 200 300
B. Markov chain length 30 60 90
C. Cooling rate 0.90 0.95 0.99
D. Final temperature 1 5 10
into three clusters in this case according to the criteria of cost, quality, and time. The different number of clusters/criteria
can definitely also be applied to the efficiency verification.
The experimental design of this study is to find optimal parameters for each hybrid algorithm using the Taguchi method.
Each combination of the specific parameter will be executedwith 30 runs. All experiments were implemented on a personal
computer with an Intel Pentium Duo CPU 2.8 GHz and 1 GB RAM using programming language from Visual Basic 6.0. All
related data were obtained in advance and has been saved in the database systemMS Office Access 2005. The concept of the
practical implementation of approaches is shown in Fig. 7.
6.1. Parameter optimization in KSA using the Taguchi approach
The control factors in KSA included Initial temperature, Markov chain length, cooling rate, and final temperature. Each
factor was set with three levels; the initial temperatures were 100, 200, 300; Markov chain lengths were 30, 60, 90; cooling
rates were 0.9, 0.95, 0.99; and final temperatures were 1, 3, 5. Table 1 shows the factors and levels of KSA.
The S/N ratio was obtained from the factors and levels in Table 1 using the orthogonal table of L9(34), and setting the
number of replications to 3, as shown in Table 2. The response diagram of the S/N values of experiments in Table 2 to factors
is shown in Fig. 8.
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Table 2
Orthogonal table and S/N ratio of KSA.
Factor Replication S/N
No. A B C D 1 2 3
1 100 30 0.90 1 13.2205 13.2265 13.0519 −22.3894
2 100 60 0.95 5 13.1425 13.3540 13.0519 −22.4005
3 100 90 0.99 10 13.2897 13.1788 13.2457 −22.4365
4 200 30 0.95 10 13.0519 13.2457 14.1452 −22.5998
5 200 60 0.99 1 13.0519 13.1277 13.1277 −22.3471
6 200 90 0.90 5 13.0519 13.2521 13.1600 −22.3818
7 300 30 0.99 5 13.0519 13.0805 13.1654 −22.345
8 300 60 0.90 10 14.1452 13.3544 14.4980 −22.9271
9 300 90 0.95 1 13.2171 13.0673 13.1277 −22.3703
-22.4
-22.5
-22.6
-22.4
-22.5
-22.6
M
ea
n 
of
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N
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tio
s
1 2 3 1 2 3
1 2 3 1 2 3
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C D
Fig. 8. Response of the KSA factor.
Table 3
Factors and levels of KGA parameters.
Factor Level
1 2 3
A. Population 100 200 300
B. GA generation 100 200 300
C. Crossover rate 0.7 0.8 0.9
D. Mutation rate 0.1 0.2 0.3
Table 4
Orthogonal table and S/N ratio of KGA.
Factor Replication S/N
No. A B C D 1 2 3
1 100 100 0.7 0.1 13.1620 13.1916 13.1600 −22.3925
2 100 200 0.8 0.2 13.2166 13.2283 14.2082 −22.6446
3 100 300 0.9 0.3 13.6145 13.2967 13.2171 −22.5273
4 200 100 0.8 0.3 13.2166 13.2145 13.5880 −22.5037
5 200 200 0.9 0.1 13.3544 13.1277 13.0673 −22.4007
6 200 300 0.7 0.2 13.2668 13.1277 13.1277 −22.3945
7 300 100 0.9 0.2 13.3544 13.5994 13.0519 −22.5012
8 300 200 0.7 0.3 13.3054 13.0519 13.5711 −22.4843
9 300 300 0.8 0.1 13.2302 13.1620 13.1788 −22.4051
Fig. 8 shows the optimal parameters of KSA are: initial temperature= 100,Markov chain length= 90, cooling rate= 0.99,
final temperature= 1.
6.2. Parameter optimization in KGA using the Taguchi approach
The control factors in KGA were population, generation, crossover rate, and mutation rate. Table 3 shows the factors and
levels of KGA. The S/N ratio was obtained using the orthogonal table of L9(34) and setting the number of replications to 3,
as shown in Table 4. The response diagram of S/N in Table 4 to factors is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 shows the optimal parameters of KGA are: population= 200, generation= 300, crossover rate= 0.7, andmutation
rate= 0.1.
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Fig. 10. Response of the KGSA factor.
Table 5
Factors and levels of the KGSA parameter.
Factor Level
1 2 3
A. Initial temperature 10 20 30
B. Markov chain length 10 20 30
C. Cooling rate 0.85 0.9 0.95
D. Final temperature 1 2 3
E. Population 1 3 5
F. GA generation 1 3 5
G. Crossover rate 0.7 0.8 0.9
H. Mutation rate 0.1 0.2 0.3
6.3. Parameter optimization in KGSA using the Taguchi approach
The control factors inKGSA included initial temperature,Markov chain length, cooling rate, final temperature, population,
generation, crossover rate, and mutation rate. Because the concept of population number exists in the genetic algorithm
and the SA procedure is conducted for each chromosome, to prevent low efficiency after repeated searches, this experiment
reduced the parameter value of KGSA to achieve a good convergence effect.
Table 5 shows the factors and levels of KGSA. The S/N ratio was obtained using the orthogonal table of L27(38) and setting
the number of replications to 3, as shown in Table 6. The response diagram of the S/N ratio in Table 6 to the factors is shown
in Fig. 10.
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Table 6
Orthogonal table and the S/N ratio of KGSA.
Factor Replication S/N
No. A B C D E F G H 1 2 3
1 10 10 0.85 1 1 1 0.7 0.1 13.7748 13.1425 14.1452 −22.7304
2 10 10 0.85 1 3 3 0.8 0.2 13.1641 13.2809 13.2511 −22.4326
3 10 10 0.85 1 5 5 0.9 0.3 13.1600 13.1277 13.2136 −22.3898
4 10 20 0.9 2 1 1 0.7 0.2 14.1666 13.2167 14.0812 −22.8153
5 10 20 0.9 2 3 3 0.8 0.3 13.7938 13.2616 13.6726 −22.6567
6 10 20 0.9 2 5 5 0.9 0.1 13.2265 13.1277 13.1277 −22.3856
7 10 30 0.95 3 1 1 0.7 0.3 13.8218 13.7938 14.0686 −22.8574
8 10 30 0.95 3 3 3 0.8 0.1 13.0519 13.0519 13.0673 −22.3169
9 10 30 0.95 3 5 5 0.9 0.2 13.0519 13.0519 13.0805 −22.3198
10 20 10 0.9 3 1 3 0.9 0.1 13.7243 13.1425 14.1930 −22.7302
11 20 10 0.9 3 3 5 0.7 0.2 13.2089 13.2472 13.1824 −22.4199
12 20 10 0.9 3 5 1 0.8 0.3 13.9663 13.4017 13.6965 −22.7282
13 20 20 0.95 1 1 3 0.9 0.2 13.0519 13.1277 13.2167 −22.3668
14 20 20 0.95 1 3 5 0.7 0.3 13.0519 13.0519 13.1385 −22.3327
15 20 20 0.95 1 5 1 0.8 0.1 13.1277 13.0673 13.0519 −22.3337
16 20 30 0.85 2 1 3 0.9 0.3 13.2161 13.2171 13.0519 −22.3864
17 20 30 0.85 2 3 5 0.7 0.1 13.1916 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3445
18 20 30 0.85 2 5 1 0.8 0.2 13.2472 13.2089 13.2265 −22.4296
19 30 10 0.95 2 1 5 0.8 0.1 13.6145 13.1385 13.2171 −22.4933
20 30 10 0.95 2 3 1 0.9 0.2 13.2302 13.6868 13.1425 −22.5131
21 30 10 0.95 2 5 3 0.7 0.3 13.0519 13.0805 13.2509 −22.3640
22 30 20 0.85 3 1 5 0.8 0.2 13.1277 13.2521 13.1916 −22.4053
23 30 20 0.85 3 3 1 0.9 0.3 13.2136 13.0519 14.0783 −22.5780
24 30 20 0.85 3 5 3 0.7 0.1 13.1385 13.0519 13.1277 −22.3495
25 30 30 0.9 1 1 5 0.8 0.3 13.0519 13.0519 13.1385 −22.3327
26 30 30 0.9 1 3 1 0.9 0.1 13.1277 13.1277 13.1916 −22.3779
27 30 30 0.9 1 5 3 0.7 0.2 13.0519 13.0805 13.0519 −22.3198
Table 7
Factors and levels of the KCPSO parameter.
Factor Level
1 2 3
A. Particle 100 200 300
B. Generation 100 200 300
C. Vmax 2 4 6
Table 8
Orthogonal table and the S/N ratio of KCPSO.
Factor Replication S/N
No. A B C 1 2 3
1 100 100 2 13.0519 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3135
2 100 200 4 13.2145 13.0519 13.1277 −22.3663
3 100 300 6 13.1641 13.2283 13.1277 −22.394
4 200 100 4 13.2145 13.1620 13.2145 −22.4095
5 200 200 6 13.0519 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3135
6 200 300 2 13.2265 13.2401 13.0519 −22.3938
7 300 100 6 13.0519 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3135
8 300 200 2 13.0519 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3135
9 300 300 4 13.1277 13.0519 13.2616 −22.3768
Fig. 10 shows the optimal parameters of KGSA are: initial temperature = 30, Markov chain length = 30, cooling
rate= 0.95, final temperature= 1, population= 5, generation= 5, crossover rate= 0.9, and mutation rate= 0.2.
6.4. Parameter optimization in KCPSO using the Taguchi approach
The control factors in KCPSO included the number of particles, number of generations and Vmax. Table 7 shows the factors
and levels of KCPSO. The S/N ratio was obtained using the orthogonal table of L9(33) and setting number of replications to
be 3, as shown in Table 8. The response diagram of the S/N ratio in Table 8 to the factors is shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11 shows the optimal parameters of KCPSO are: number of particles = 300, number of generations = 200, and
VMAX = 2.
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Table 9
Factors and levels of the KSACPSO parameter.
Factor Level
1 2 3
A. Initial temperature 10 20 30
B. Markov chain length 10 20 30
C. Cooling rate 0.85 0.9 0.95
D. Final temperature 1 2 3
E. Particle 1 3 5
F. PSO generation 1 3 5
G.. Vmax 1 2 3
Table 10
Orthogonal table and the S/N ratio of KSACPSO.
Factor Replication S/N
No. A B C D E F G 1 2 3
1 10 10 0.85 1 1 1 1 13.1425 13.7938 13.3830 −22.5696
2 10 10 0.85 1 3 3 2 13.7891 14.5252 14.6510 −23.1230
3 10 10 0.85 1 5 5 3 13.2457 13.7243 13.0519 −22.5055
4 10 20 0.9 2 1 1 1 13.4045 14.1426 14.2421 −22.8820
5 10 20 0.9 2 3 3 2 14.1974 13.1916 14.2584 −22.8547
6 10 20 0.9 2 5 5 3 13.0519 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3135
7 10 30 0.95 3 1 1 1 14.0812 13.6846 13.1277 −22.6942
8 10 30 0.95 3 3 3 2 13.0519 13.2265 13.2145 −22.3881
9 10 30 0.95 3 5 5 3 13.0519 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3135
10 20 10 0.9 3 1 3 3 13.2521 14.5435 13.2521 −22.7319
11 20 10 0.9 3 3 5 1 13.3544 13.2521 14.2575 −22.6892
12 20 10 0.9 3 5 1 2 13.6868 13.2521 14.1426 −22.7336
13 20 20 0.95 1 1 3 3 13.0519 13.3802 13.8017 −22.5517
14 20 20 0.95 1 3 5 1 13.0673 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3169
15 20 20 0.95 1 5 1 2 13.2521 13.2465 13.7243 −22.5482
16 20 30 0.85 2 1 3 3 13.3802 13.7723 13.3310 −22.6041
17 20 30 0.85 2 3 5 1 13.0519 13.5880 13.0519 −22.4332
18 20 30 0.85 2 5 1 2 14.5008 13.6868 13.1916 −22.7999
19 30 10 0.95 2 1 5 2 13.0519 13.2521 13.0519 −22.3580
20 30 10 0.95 2 3 1 3 13.6868 13.1916 13.2401 −22.5257
21 30 10 0.95 2 5 3 1 13.0519 13.2170 13.0519 −22.3502
22 30 20 0.85 3 1 5 2 13.1620 13.2521 13.0673 −22.3856
23 30 20 0.85 3 3 1 3 13.1277 13.6276 14.0558 −22.6765
24 30 20 0.85 3 5 3 1 13.6724 13.3544 13.2170 −22.5524
25 30 30 0.9 1 1 5 2 14.0554 13.1896 13.0519 −22.5677
26 30 30 0.9 1 3 1 3 13.3830 13.2465 13.2438 −22.4713
27 30 30 0.9 1 5 3 1 13.0519 13.0519 13.0519 −22.3135
6.5. Parameter optimization in KSACPSO using the Taguchi approach
The control factors of KSACPSO included the initial temperature, Markov chain length, cooling rate, final temperature,
number of particles, number of generations and Vmax. Since SAwas conducted on each particle, and speed and position were
updated, by reducing the parameters, a good convergence effect could be achieved. Table 9 shows the factors and levels of
KSACPSO. The S/N ratio was obtained using the orthogonal table of L27(37) and setting the number of replications to 3, as
shown in Table 10. The response diagram of the S/N ratio to the factors in Table 10 is shown in Fig. 12.
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Table 11
The optimal parameters of six algorithms.
Factor K -means KSA KGA KGSA KCPSO KSACPSO
Initial temperature – 100 – 30 – 30
Markov chain length – 90 – 30 – 30
Cooling rate – 0.99 – 0.95 – 0.95
Final temperature – 1 – 1 – 1
Population – – 200 5 – –
GA Generation – – 300 5 – –
Crossover rate – – 0.7 0.9 – –
Mutation rate – – 0.1 0.2 – –
Particle – – – – 300 5
PSO generation – – – – 200 5
Vmax – – – – 2 3
Fig. 12 shows the optimal parameters of KSACPSO are: initial temperature = 30, Markov chain length = 30, cooling
rate= 0.95, final temperature= 1, number of particles= 5, number of generations= 5 and Vmax = 3.
6.6. The comparison of six clustering methods
Based on the above discussions, the optimal parameters of algorithms using the Taguchi method are shown in Table 11.
To compare the efficiency and quality of the algorithms, optimal parameters were tested under K -means, KSA, KGA, KGSA,
KCPSO, and KSACPSO for 30 runs each, and the convergence time and value were recorded, as shown in Table 12. Table 12
shows that the convergence value of the optimal cluster analysis for this case study is 13.0519, and the accuracy of each
algorithm was calculated respectively, as shown in Table 13.
To compare the advantages and disadvantages of the algorithms, ANOVA was used to verify whether the convergence
values of algorithm were significantly different. In addition, Peumans et al. [61] pointed out that using Scheffe’s multiple
comparison, the relationships between the population of each sample could be determined. Accordingly, a significant
difference was found. Scheffe’s multiple comparison could be used to verify the relationship between them to find the
algorithms with the optimal solving efficiency and quality. Table 14 shows the convergence values of each algorithm as
determined by ANOVA. Table 14 shows the convergence values of the algorithms significantly differ. Thus, Scheffe’smultiple
comparison could be used to determine the relationship between the algorithms, as shown in Table 15. Similarly, the
convergence times of the algorithmswere compared using ANOVA and Scheffe’smultiple comparison, as shown in Tables 16
and 17.
Table 13 shows the algorithm with the highest accuracy is KSACPSO and KGSA, and the accuracy is up to 100%. Table 14
points out the six algorithms significantly differ in the convergence value. Further, Table 15 shows that the Scheffe’smultiple
comparison test is used for these six algorithm for the convergence value, andKSACPSO=KGSA<KCPSO=KGA=KSA<K -
means. Table 16 indicates the six algorithms significantly differ in convergence time. Table 17 shows the Scheffe’s multiple
comparison test, and K -means< KSA< KSACPSO< KCPSO< KGSA< KGA.
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Table 12
Results of 30 runs of each algorithm.
No. K -means KSA KGA KGSA KCPSO KSACPSO
Value Time Value Time Value Time Value Time Value Time Value Time
1 13.1425 0.016 13.0519 8.252 13.0672 107.593 13.0519 40.1562 13.0519 27.592 13.0519 10.096
2 13.2521 0.032 13.1277 8.372 13.0519 119.156 13.0519 40.1718 13.0519 26.976 13.0519 10.264
3 13.1916 0.016 13.0519 8.484 13.1276 102.843 13.0519 39.9375 13.0519 27.816 13.0519 10.140
4 13.7995 0.016 13.0673 8.561 13.0519 112.156 13.0519 39.9375 13.0805 27.262 13.0519 10.236
5 13.2170 0.016 13.0519 8.328 13.0519 116.828 13.0519 41.0625 13.0519 27.736 13.0519 10.216
6 13.3544 0.016 13.1277 8.251 13.0519 112.937 13.0519 41.0937 13.0519 27.392 13.0519 10.220
7 14.0558 0.016 13.0519 8.386 13.0672 110.218 13.0519 41.3593 13.0519 27.296 13.0519 10.344
8 13.2457 0.016 13.0519 8.857 13.0519 113.953 13.0519 43.0312 13.1620 27.816 13.0519 10.300
9 13.2521 0.016 13.1277 8.133 13.2516 116.985 13.0519 48.0937 13.0519 27.896 13.0519 10.312
10 13.5880 0.016 13.0519 8.408 13.0805 110.406 13.0519 41.6093 13.0519 26.984 13.0519 10.187
11 13.6868 0.016 13.1600 8.704 13.0519 97.531 13.0519 41.7031 13.2145 27.312 13.0519 10.031
12 13.2809 0.016 13.0519 8.516 13.0672 97.796 13.0519 42.6406 13.1916 27.328 13.0519 10.451
13 14.3064 0.016 13.0519 8.328 13.0519 97.968 13.0519 42.1093 13.0519 28.016 13.0519 10.210
14 14.9702 0.016 13.0519 8.472 13.1384 102.562 13.0519 40.3593 13.0805 27.032 13.0519 10.347
15 14.1090 0.016 13.0519 8.768 13.3245 121.375 13.0519 41.375 13.0519 27.424 13.0519 10.110
16 13.2628 0.016 13.0673 8.312 13.2516 105.5156 13.0519 43.0937 13.0519 27.264 13.0519 10.170
17 13.2145 0.016 13.0519 8.688 13.0519 113.7969 13.0519 43.1562 13.2145 28.096 13.0519 10.233
18 13.2521 0.016 13.1277 8.252 13.0519 115.7969 13.0519 45.6406 13.2145 27.376 13.0519 9.954
19 13.6868 0.016 13.0519 8.688 13.1620 106.7969 13.0519 41.5147 13.1620 27.264 13.0519 10.312
20 15.0676 0.016 13.0519 8.532 13.0519 117.7969 13.0519 43.2121 13.1277 27.272 13.0519 10.316
21 13.0673 0.016 13.1641 8.564 13.1620 113.7969 13.0519 40.8472 13.0805 27.704 13.0519 10.204
22 13.0673 0.016 13.0519 8.612 13.0519 110.7969 13.0519 41.4674 13.0519 27.136 13.0519 10.136
23 14.1426 0.016 13.1277 8.236 13.0805 116.7969 13.0519 42.7014 13.0519 27.400 13.0519 9.828
24 13.2521 0.016 13.0519 8.016 13.1915 120.7969 13.0519 46.7549 13.0519 27.688 13.0519 10.656
25 14.7499 0.016 13.0519 8.596 13.0519 104.7969 13.0519 45.3398 13.0519 27.344 13.0519 10.264
26 13.2521 0.016 13.1277 8.548 13.0805 106.7969 13.0519 41.6053 13.2145 27.488 13.0519 10.423
27 13.6846 0.016 13.0519 8.064 13.2145 111.7969 13.0519 42.4133 13.2145 26.704 13.0519 10.110
28 13.2465 0.016 13.1277 8.768 13.0519 102.7969 13.0519 42.5943 13.2265 27.496 13.0519 10.175
29 13.2357 0.016 13.0519 8.032 13.0519 112.7969 13.0519 41.6932 13.1277 27.200 13.0519 10.319
30 13.6868 0.016 13.0519 8.920 13.2145 107.7969 13.0519 45.0467 13.0519 27.080 13.0519 9.814
Table 13
Accuracy of six algorithms.
Method K -means KSA KGA KGSA KCPSO KSACPSO
Accuracy 0% 63.33% 46.66% 100% 53.33% 100%
Table 14
ANOVA for six algorithms in the convergence value.
Hypothesis: H0: µK−means = µKSA = µKGA = µKGSA = µKCPSO = µKSCPSOH1: Otherwise
Source of Variation Sum of squares Degrees of freedom Mean square F-value P-value
Method 7.1631 5 1.4326 26.13 0.000
Error 9.5407 174 0.0548
Total 16.7038 179
Result: Reject H0
Based on the above discussions, although the convergence times of K -means and KSA are significantly less than those
of KSACPSO and KGSA, K -means and KSA are likely to generate locally optimal solutions. Thus, the search effect on optimal
solutions is not as stable as KSACPSO and KGSA. In addition, the convergence time of KSACPSO is significantly lower than
KGSA. Therefore, among the six algorithms, KSACPSO is the best clustering algorithm.
6.7. Cluster named
Cluster analysis was conducted on suppliers according to the optimization clustering algorithm KSACPSO. The average
values of factors of each cluster are shown in Table 18.
Whether there are significant differences between factors of different clusters is examined using the ANOVA test. The
relationship between clusters is identified by Scheffe’s multiple comparison test. Tables 19–24 show the ANOVA and
Scheffe’s multiple comparison test separately for the cost, quality, and time criteria.
Regarding the above analysis results, the name of each cluster should be given and summarized as follows:
 Cluster 1: According to Tables 18, 21 and 22, the product quality in cluster 1 gets a higher score than in other clusters.
Thus, cluster 1 is termed the ‘‘cluster of quality consideration’’.
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Table 15
Scheffés multiple comparison for six algorithms in the convergence value.
Method (A) Method (B) Mean difference (A− B) P-value Result
K -means KSA 0.5327 0.000 K -means> KSA
K -means KGA 0.5037 0.000 K -means> KGA
K -means KGSA 0.5587 0.000 K -means> KGSA
K -means KCPSO 0.5059 0.000 K -means> KCPSO
K -means KSACPSO 0.5587 0.000 K -means> KSACPSO
KSA KGA −0.0289 0.074 KSA= KGA
KSA KGSA 0.0260 0.001 KSA> KGSA
KSA KCPSO −0.0267 0.069 KSA= KCPSO
KSA KSACPSO 0.0260 0.001 KSA> KSACPSO
KGA KGSA 0.0550 0.000 KGA> KGSA
KGA KCPSO 0.0022 0.908 KGA= KCPSO
KGA KSACPSO 0.0550 0.000 KGA> KSACPSO
KGSA KCPSO −0.0528 0.000 KGSA< KCPSO
KGSA KSACPSO 0.0000 0.000 KGSA= KSACPSO
KCPSO KSACPSO 0.0528 0.000 KCPSO> KSACPSO
Table 16
ANOVA for six algorithms in convergence time.
Hypothesis: H0: µK−means = µKSA = µKGA = µKGSA = µKCPSO = µKSCPSOH1: Otherwise
Source of variation Sum of squares Degrees of freedom Mean square F-value P-value
Method 249123.4 5 49824.7 6010.17 0.000
Error 1442.5 174 8.3
Total 250565.9 179
Result: Reject H0
Table 17
Scheffés multiple comparison for six algorithms in convergence time.
Method (A) Method (B) Mean Difference (A− B) P-value Result
K -means KSA −8.4384 0.000 K -means< KSA
K -means KGA −110.2830 0.000 K -means< KGA
K -means KGSA −42.3742 0.000 K -means< KGSA
K -means KCPSO −27.3965 0.000 K -means< KCPSO
K -means KSACPSO −10.1961 0.000 K -means< KSACPSO
KSA KGA −101.8440 0.000 KSA< KGA
KSA KGSA −33.9358 0.000 KSA< KGSA
KSA KCPSO −18.9581 0.000 KSA< KCPSO
KSA KSACPSO −1.7576 0.000 KSA< KSACPSO
KGA KGSA 67.9086 0.000 KGA> KGSA
KGA KCPSO 82.8863 0.000 KGA> KCPSO
KGA KSACPSO 100.0867 0.000 KGA> KSACPSO
KGSA KCPSO 14.9776 0.000 KGSA> KCPSO
KGSA KSACPSO 32.1780 0.000 KGSA> KSACPSO
KCPSO KSACPSO 17.2004 0.000 KCPSO> KSACPSO
Table 18
Average of each factor in clusters.
Factor Character Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
Product cost Smaller the better 0.8557 0.5012 0.264
Product quality Larger the better 0.8391 0.4292 0.4343
Procurement time Smaller the better 0.6266 0.1229 0.7858
Table 19
ANOVA for the product cost in clusters.
Hypothesis: H0: µcluster 1 = µcluster 2 = µcluster 3H1: Otherwise
Source of variation Sum of squares Degrees of freedom Mean square F-value P-value
Method 3.6531 2 1.8265 24.93 0.000
Error 4.9095 67 0.0733
Total 8.5626 69
Result H0
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Table 20
Scheffés multiple comparison for the product cost in clusters.
Cluster (A) Cluster (B) Mean difference (A− B) P-value Result
1 2 0.3545 0.000 Cluster 1> Cluster 2
1 3 0.5917 0.000 Cluster 1> Cluster 3
2 3 0.2372 0.006 Cluster 2> Cluster 3
Table 21
ANOVA for the product quality in clusters.
Hypothesis: H0: µcluster 1 = µcluster 2 = µcluster 3H1: Otherwise
Source of variation Sum of squares Degrees of freedom Mean square F-value P-value
Method 2.1362 2 1.0681 12.80 0.000
Error 5.5906 67 0.0834
Total 7.7268 69
Result: Reject H0
Table 22
Scheffés multiple comparison for the product quality in clusters.
Cluster (A) Cluster (B) Mean difference (A− B) P-value Result
1 2 0.4099 0.000 Cluster 1> Cluster 2
1 3 0.4048 0.000 Cluster 1> Cluster 3
2 3 −0.0051 0.954 Cluster 2= Cluster 3
Table 23
ANOVA for the procurement time in clusters.
Hypothesis: H0: µcluster 1 = µcluster 2 = µcluster 3H1: Otherwise
Source of variation Sum of squares Degrees of freedom Mean square F-value P-value
Method 6.1745 2 3.0872 81.06 0.000
Error 2.5518 67 0.0381
Total 8.7262 69
Result: Reject H0
Table 24
Scheffés multiple comparison for the procurement time in clusters.
Cluster (A) Cluster (B) Mean Difference (A− B) P-value Result
1 2 0.5037 0.000 Cluster 1> Cluster 2
1 3 −0.1592 0.027 Cluster 1< Cluster 3
2 3 −0.6629 0.000 Cluster 2< Cluster 3
 Cluster 2: According to Tables 18, 23 and 24, the procurement time in cluster 2 gets a lower score than in other clusters.
Thus, cluster 2 is termed the ‘‘cluster of time consideration’’.
 Cluster 3: According to Tables 18–20, the product cost in cluster 3 gets a higher score than in other clusters. Thus, cluster
3 is termed the ‘‘cluster of cost consideration’’.
7. Conclusions
This study, based on customers’ demand factors, conducted supplier clustering analysis according to their production
characteristics. However, to achieve the optimal clustering effect, this study proposed a KSACPSO cluster approach to
improve the defect of traditional K -means, integrating the global search capability of PSO, the likelihood of obtaining the
locally optimal solution of SA, and the optimal experimental parameters of the Taguchi method. The experimental results
showed that the convergence quality of KSACPSO is superior to K -means, KSA, KGA, KGSA, and KCPSO. It is expected that
the supplier selection strategy can be formulated based on the optimal clustering procedures proposed by this study, and
suppliers could be differentiated and managed effectively.
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